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Supports single-point administration for
Ascom users & groups

			
			

Provides discreet log-in and administrative
rights

			

Manages integration to other systems

ASCOM UNITE ADMIN – OPTIMIZED
PERFORMANCE THROUGH IMPROVED
ADMINISTRATION

The Ascom Unite Admin application facilitates the
management of all users and groups from one
graphical user interface, regardless of the Ascom
system deployed, e.g. IP-DECT, VoWiFi, teleCARE
IP. It also offers access rights on a discreet user
basis, delivering increased information security
for staff and patients. The Ascom Unite Admin
provides operational simplicity through a unified
“control panel” interface resulting in less training
time and reduced administrative costs.

Supports simplified administration
The Ascom Unite Admin enables and facilitates a single point of administration
of all users, devices and assignments from one graphical user interface. This
software application offers significant benefits including a simplified “control
panel” approach, assignments of devices (users using a specific device),
discreet administrative rights assignment and single point of managing
connectivity and integration to other healthcare systems like nurse call.
Manages Ascom users/groups through a single interface
All Ascom users and groups are added and managed through this single
admin interface. Furthermore, users can be added to organizational and
management structures offering Chief Nursing Officer (CNOs) and other
administration staff a more accurate overview. Both these crucial functions
ensure that less time is spent on configuring and setting up shifts with more
time and focus given to delivering improved patient care.
Manage Ascom device assignment and number plans
Ascom devices can be added and assigned to specific users and numbers.
Ascom Unite Admin has the flexibility to designate devices to specific individuals, roles, or as a “shared” device. A “shared” device allows a single
handset to support multiple user profiles and phone numbers.
More control, less administration
The system administrator’s role is simplified by the Ascom Unite Admin
application through an intuitive user interface that is easy to learn. Patient
integrity and security are increased through access rights and permissions
per configured user. This ensures that staff only have access to specific
information necessary for their role.
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Solution Benefits
	Facilitates and simplifies administration from single graphical user
interface.
	Reduces system management, configuration and shift-planning time.
	Utilizes a single log-in to grant individual access as necessary.
	Centrally controls device number planning.
	Supports quicker staff responsiveness to patient needs.
	Offers a comprehensive overview of staff resources.

Key Features

Multi-site support

Centralize administration of users/devices for multiple sites.

Active Directory (AD)

Retrieve all users from AD during initial Unite deployment; make user changes in AD and keep Unite system in synch.

User management

Add and manage all users and groups in one place.

Devices and numbers

Manage the number plan for all devices.

Integrations

Configure your integrations to patient monitoring and nurse call systems.

Locations

Define your campus with buildings and floors to be used.

Organization

Set up your organizational staff and roles to support nurse call and patient monitoring systems.

Infrastructure

Add modules to your system that handle users, numbers and integrations.

Migration to Unite Admin

Import existing user information from Unite CM to Unite Admin to populate user data.

Log Collector

Utilize 3rd party tools to create management reporting.
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Unite Admin operates on a Windows environment and cost effective
deployment options are available:
	Unite Admin Destop.
- Use Unite Admin Desktop on laptop when user management
and system changes are minimal and infrequent.
	Unite Admin on standard server.
- Use Unite Admin on server for fully integrated system
that requires frequent changes to user management and 		
system configuration.

